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A Paradigm Shift
    Two battleships assigned to the training squadron had been at sea on maneuvers in heavy weather for several days. . .

         The visibility was poor with patchy fog, so the captain remained on the bridge keeping an eye on all activities.

Shortly after dark, the lookout on the wing of the bridge reported, “Light, bearing on the starboard bow.”

“Is it steady or moving astern?” the captain called out.

Lookout replied, “Steady, captain”, which meant the ships were on a dangerous collision course.

  The captain then called to the signalman, “Signal that ship we are on a collision course, advise you change course 20 degrees.”

The lookout replied “No change in position, captain”, the captain registering increasing alarm.

The captain said, “Send, I’m a captain, change course 20 degrees.”

“I’m a seaman second class”, came the reply.  “You had better change course 20 degrees.”

By that time, the captain was furious.  He spat out, “Send, I’m a battleship.  change course 20 degrees.”

Back came the flashing light, “I’m a lighthouse.”
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Some Future Trends





Thinking about Trends

• Slow forces that build up

over time and change things

slowly but surely

• Moore’s Law

• Global Warming

• Wireless

• Digital Imaging

• Unanticipated Rapid Impact

• Peer-to-peer

• Tipping points

• Social Network Applications
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Humanity’s Top Ten Problems

for next 50 years

1. ENERGY

2. WATER

3. FOOD

4. ENVIRONMENT

5. POVERTY

6. TERRORISM  &  WAR

7. DISEASE

8. EDUCATION

9. DEMOCRACY

10.  POPULATION

2007   7  Billion People

2050  8-10   Billion People

Richard Smalley’s Top Ten List



Forces of ChangeForces of Change
Trends: continuously building changesTrends: continuously building changes

Wild Cards: low probability, extremely high impact events Wild Cards: low probability, extremely high impact events 



The Scientific “Super Trends”

• Three Major Developments

• Complexity of Problems ⇒ Interdisciplinary Science

• Larger Teams with more International Collaboration
managed as Virtual Organizations

• Mega-capital investment in scientific facilities will be
limited

• Micro/Nano Scale Instrumentation ⇒ Benchtop
Revolution

• Empowering experimentalists to ask new classes of
questions (e.g. looking at all proteins at once in a cell
instead of just one)

• Decreasing value of historical datasets

• High-Throughput and Robotics ⇒ Data Volume
Revolution

• Experimentalists will begin to dominate data generation
and will require access to increasingly capable
information technology infrastructures

• Cross cutting experiments become possible



Modeling Microbiology





Environment

Genome + Environment = PhenotypeGenome + Environment = Phenotype

Transcription

Translation

Proteins

Biochemical Circuitry

Phenotypes (Organism Properties)

DNA (storage)

Gene Expression

Metabolomics

Proteomic

s

Adapted From Bruno Sobral VBI

Predicting Phenotypes from Genotypes ! the prediction of system

level behavior from collections of functional components



Microbial Organisms are Interesting to Study

• Extremely Diverse Metabolisms

• Window on Biodiversity

• Ancient Origins

• Foundation of the Biosphere

• Agents of Symbiogenesis

• Infectious Disease

• Human Microbiota and Metagenomes

• Complex Community Structures

• Industrial and Agricultural Applications

• Biotechnology Applications

• Biofuels and Alternative Feed stocks

• Inexpensive and Experimentally Tractable Beggiatoa, which lives in sulfurous

environments, gets its energy by

oxidizing H2S and can fix carbon

even in the dark. Note the yellow

deposits of sulfur inside the cells.

(Courtesy of Ralph W. Wolfe.)







From

KEGG



www.nmpdr.org

RAST Pipeline





Source: EcoCyc









17 Years of Progress in FBA Model

Development (E. coli)

Molecular Systems Biology 3 Article number: 121
doi:10.1038/msb4100155
Published online: 26 June 2007

Adam Feist, Jenny Reed, Chris Henry, Peter Karp, Bernard Palsson
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Semi-Automated Generation of FBA Models

automated model generation is advancing dramatically
approaching manual construction in some cases



Genes ! Proteins ! Cell Networks ! Cells !

Populations ! Communities ! Ecosystems



Community Structure and Metabolism
Gene W. Tyson1, Jarrod Chapman3,4, Philip Hugenholtz1, Eric E. Allen1, Rachna J. Ram1, Paul M. Richardson4, Victor V. Solovyev4,
Edward M. Rubin4, Daniel S. Rokhsar3,4 & Jillian F. Banfield1,2

NATURE |VOL 428 | 4 MARCH 2004 | www.nature.com/nature



A Diverse Bacterial Community

• Pocket in the hindgut wall of

the Sonoran desert termite

Pterotermes occidentis

• 10 billion bacteria per

milliliter

• Anoxic environment

• ~30 strains are facultative

aerobes

• Many/most are unknown

From Five Kingdoms

Lynn Margulis and Karlene Schwartz



Modeling the Human Gut
Microbial Environment could
Lead to new therapy for obesity



Simulation Systems Under Development



Genome Size v. Protein Family (Function)

Erik van Nimwegen 
Center for Studies in Physics and Biology, the Rockefeller University, 1230 York Avenue, New York, NY 12001, USA 

Metabolism
Transcription Regulation
Cell Cycle



Understanding Bacterial Life Cycles

From Lynn Margulis and Karlene Schwartz



Looking for LUCA





In Quest of
the Minimum Genome

• What are the Smallest number of
genes needed to create a viable
organism?
• Free living on a rich, but defined

culture medium

• Experimentally determined essential
genes
• Bacillus subtilis ~300 CDS

• Escherichia coli ~400 CDS

• Reduced organisms in nature
• Mycoplasma ~500

• Nanoarchaea ~400

• Bioinformatics predicts a conserved
core
• ~200-400 CDS



Argonne/INRA Minimum Organism Project

• Systematically reduce the Bacillus subtilis genome via interval deletion

• Interval deletion methods

• Reduced strain consolidation

• Conduct phenotype analysis of reduced organisms

• Improve the methods for chromosomal reduction (wet lab)

• Develop whole genome flux balance model for Bacillus subtilis

• Predict essentiality, growth conditions and metabolic phenotypes

• Produce a model for each reduced strain (mass production)

• Reconcile essential genes/intervals from experiment and in silico
predictions for each mutant

• Extend modeling and simulation beyond core metabolic functions to
incorporate information processing, DNA and RNA processing, cell walls
and replication processes (“logistical” models)

• Produce within the three year demonstration period significant progress
towards an integrated model and experimentally driven system

• Develop potential approaches for engineering based on mini-bsub



Minimizing the Bacillus subtilis chromosome

Essential genes

Essential sites

Genes required for 
the deletion procedure

~150 intervals 

to be deleted

2 - Identify essential and dispensable intervals

3 - Combine deletions in dispensable intervals

1 - Generate single deletion of each interval (marked)

Strategy

29/02/2006



Bacillus subtilis



Model of Bacillus subtilis Essential Core



Connecting to the Computing

• Goal: Reconstructing from genomes a predictive model of an organisms
function (phenotype).

• Software: O(100) tools currently in the analysis toolchain and O(10) in the
modeling toolchain

• Curation of data and databases major factors in progress

• Tools are loosely coupled but use integrated databases

• Perl, Python, C, C++, Libraries, Matlab, R, etc.

• Human productivity is the goal (computing > thinking time)

• Systems: workstations, small clusters, large-clusters (database providers),
grids, HPC

• Data management is a major problem due to complexity and update cycle
not volume

• Future Architectures: Interactive analysis servers, special purpose,
general purpose HPC

• The Big Opportunity: Near real-time genome analysis to

enable personalized medicine



Getting
Serious
About

Evolution



Biological Science is Fundamentally Different
from the Physical Sciences

• Biology is more than physics

• Differentiate inanimate and living
processes

• Dual Causality (Mayr)

• Physiochemical laws

• Data light, reversible, time invariant

• Genetic programs

• Data rich, irreversible, time variant

• Ecological, economic and social laws

• Higher-order principles that govern the
behavior of collections of autonomous
entities

Ernst Mayr (1904-2005)



 From Five Kingdoms by Lynn Margulis and Karlene Schwartz



Understanding the Evolution of Cellular Functions
and the Role of Symbiogenesis















Drook Formation rocks near Portugal Cove, 

Southeastern Newfoundland



Drook Formation rocks near Portugal Cove, 

Southeastern Newfoundland

Charnia masoni

One of the earliest complex organisms



Nervous systems

developed soon

after

multicellularity

but then a large

delay until

intelligence arose



Understanding Convergent and Divergent
Forces in Evolution !  the repertoire of form and
function, the independent evolution of similar structures or
functions in similar or different environments

• Wings in Insects, Birds, Bats and Reptiles

• Jointed legs in insects and vertebrates

• Tail fin of fish, whale and lobster

V I



How to Evolve an Eye



How to Evolve an Eye in 2000 Easy Steps!

• Shape of the eye changes at random by no more than 1%

• Selection retains only those changes that improved the optical
performance of the eye (ability to resolve objects)

• 2000 steps would generate a vertebrate eye･
• For realistic values of heritability and strength of selection, this

would take 400,000 generations

• If one generation = one year then an eye takes less than half a
million years to evolve



http://www.spiderland.org/

Breve

Lee Spector and Jon Klein (Hampshire College)





Connecting to the Computing

• Goal: Reconstruction of the mechanisms, tempo and dynamics of major
evolutionary transitions, towards explanatory models and predictive
models for novel systems design (constructive evolution)

• Software: Wide range of tools from phylogenetic algorithms, sequence
evolution simulators, agent based tools and artificial life simulators to
compuer graphics O(50-100)

• Dominated by heuristics, stochastic and evolutionary algorithms (large-
sampling spaces) most existing tools have limited biological context

• Data analysis leveraged genomics and comparative analysis

• Fortran, C, C++, Lisp, Objective-C, scripting languages, pushGP, etc.

• Systems: Workstations, SMP, clusters, little use of grid or HPC

• Architecture: Wide open possibilities to exploit compact cores for agents
or monte carlo modeling, can scale to millions, but need problems worth
scaling

• The BIG Opportunity: from a data light theory derive the competitive

exclusion principle and structure of observed ecosystems



Our
Water
World



Methane Hydrates -1liter of ice contains 186 liters of methane

500-2500 Gtons of Carbon



Global Surface Chlorophyll



Phytoplankton Bloom Bering Sea





Simple Marine Ecosystem



Emergent Biogeography of Microbial
Communities in a Model Ocean

SCIENCE VOL 315 30 MARCH 2007

Michael J. Follows,1* Stephanie Dutkiewicz,1 Scott Grant,1,2 Sallie W. Chisholm3









Connecting to the Computing

• Goal: predictive models of the physical and biological basis for the ocean’s
biosphere, the carbon cycle and connections to geophysical processes

• Software: Modeling and simulation and real-time sensor networks

• Ocean circulation models driving ocean ecosystems models (coupled to GCMs)
wide range of software and data systems needed for integration of worldwide
ocean sensor networks, wide range of levels of abstraction are used in the models

• Data analysis includes remote operations, imaging, planning, databases,
automonous probes, ecogenomics capture and analysis systems, sensor
management and operations software, data assimilation, etc.

• Systems: Sensor networks with embedded computing, databases and clusters for
analysis and imaging, special purpose computing to support sensor systems and
data acquisition, HPC for coupling to ocean circulation and GCMs and high-
performance networking

• Architecture: data analysis and sharing grid coupled to live sensors and HPC,
database coupling to genomics and global climate processes

• The BIG Opportunity: convergence of technology basis, systems integration

and prototype for the emerging world-wide sensor environment and

prototypes for planetary probes and remote sensing systems



What is Out There?











What Becomes Possible in the 21st Century?



Connecting to the Computing

• Goal: Revolutionizing radio astronomy through largest-scale synthetic aperture
telescope, multiple purpose user facility for cosmology, dark energy, planet finding,
SETI search and discovery

• Software: Operational software environment included an embedded petascale
system for signal analysis and beam forming, offline and near-line software
systems for data mining, analysis and data assimilation for mechanistic models

• Novel integration of real-time petascale computing

• System environment also requires terabit networking and beyond and large-scale
databases

• Systems: embedded systems for signal processing and filtering, digital synthesis
(and perhaps also analog synthesis?) multi-user, multi-function, large-scale
Exascale? analysis systems will be needed to manage data.

• Architecture: Embedded systems, HPC, Grid and Tier system for data
management between partners

• The BIG Opportunity: Progress on the big questions in cosmology, dark

energy, start and planetary system formation and evolution, pushing out the

detection limit for SETI and positions earth for discovery



What Does it Mean?



Roles in Science

• What is the sustained role of HPC in advancing

science?

• How does this role differ from that of more general

computing and computer science?



Molecular Biology Laboratory-on-a-Chip

What could you do with 100,000 of these?



The Great Big Roadmap
• 2010 , Sustained Open Petaflops on Real Application, First Synthetic Bacterial Organism Developed that is not

booted from existing cell, commercial development of a biological CAD tool for microbial engineering, human
genome sequenced for < $100,000, human genetic screen (hapmap)  for < $10,000, 1000 genomes have been
sequenced, major push to understand biological diversity of the lower eukaroytes, year of the metagenome, near
real-time annotation of a bacterial genome

• 2015 Bioengineered plants demonstrated that contain multiple bacterial subsystems, Square Kilometer Array is
deployed featuring production petascale system as an embedded systems, local deployment of regional sensor
systems, autonomous roving environmental probes, protein folding problem essentially solved, programming models
demonstrated that support large-scale parallel agent modeling systems, human genome sequenced for <$10,000,
1km scale climate models used in insurance estimating, space tourism companies profitable, attempts at
comprehensive models of global agriculture, climate and economy, attempts to recreate early evolutionary
transitions in Alife worlds, use of global trade flux optimization software to improve economic performance

• 2020 Open Exascale systems in production, >TF personal systems available for < $10,000, First Million Core
systems available, first global earth sensor grid project, first deployment of self deploying sensor networks, over
10,000 non-solar planets cataloged, first commercial human re-engineering service offered, human genome
sequenced for <$1,000, first serious attempts to create life forms from non-living materials, widespread neural
implants for disease and injury treatments, widespread adoption of personalized genomics based medical
treatments, widespread use of designer enzymes, investments in modeling and simulation exceed those in
experiment on an annuallized basis.

• 2025 PF workstations common, non-biologically derived synthetic living systems, First dedicated beacons deployed
for extraterrestrial signaling, most humans sequenced at birth or in utero, predictive modeling of vocanic erruptions
and earthquakes in use by national governments, development of a self replicating ocean floor mining system

• 2030 Computers available with the computational power of a human in both language and vision skills, autonomous
self replicating space probes in development, first human born with optimized genome, first demonstration of laser
propusion of a space probe



Using Petaflops

 to Search for

New Drugs



What should the community be doing?

• Enable a variety of "integrative" problem domains.  Where

the goal of the effort is to understand the emergent behavior of

complex and richly interconnected systems.

• Expand by a factor of at least three (3x) the number of disciplines

able to embrace the opportunities of HPC and exploit large-scale

computing and data analysis capabilities.

• Expand by a factor of one hundred (100x) the size of the

developer community that can develop applications for 1,000

cpus.

• Expand by a factor of ten (10x) the size of the developer

community that can develop  parallel applications able to run on

100,000 cpus.



What should the community be doing?

• Developing new computer architectures/technologies/designs

that can sustain a teraflop per watt and can be configured into a

variety of systems ranging from handhelds to exascale

supercomputers.

• Enable large-scale modeling and simulation to make significant

impacts on the quality of life, on the quality of policies and on

the pursuit of fundamental questions in science and humanities.

• Dramatically improve the adoption rate of new software

technologies and algorithms by existing computational science

communities.



Describe

Explain

Predict

Control
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